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Please see Infiniti of Melbourne, page 23

sales — that can make a dealership’s service stand out.”

According to an in–depth industry survey, the top five

reasons why service customers go to the dealer are: They

know their vehicle; have certified and highly qualified

technicians; have a knowledgeable staff; use genuine parts,

tools, and diagnostic equipment; and explain services

rendered and have a comfortable waiting room.

Infiniti of Melbourne, which recently relocated to

100 N. Harbor City Blvd., has significantly expanded its

service department capacity.

another vehicle from the dealership.

“The bottom line is that you have to make sure your

customers are happy with the service they receive at your

dealership and not just once or twice, but every time their

vehicles are serviced,” said Jeremy Collins, service director

for Kelly Automotive Group’s Southern Operations, which

includes Infiniti of Melbourne and Kelly Ford of

Melbourne.

“Our customer service with Infiniti is rated high, and

we have good Google ratings,” added David Harrison, gen-

eral manager at Infiniti of Melbourne. “We concentrate on

all of the closely related components — including parts and

New car makes perfect gift; Infiniti of Melbourne expands service

Infiniti of Melbourne has relocated to 100 N. Harbor City Blvd., where it will invest in a new complex within the next 18 months. Infiniti of Melbourne is part of the Kelly Automotive Group. The company
invested $300,000 in renovating the existing property. The improvements include more service bays. From left: Jeremy Collins, service director, Kelly Automotive Group’s Southern Operations; Chris
Saraceno, vice president, partner, Kelly Automotive Group; David Harrison, general manager, Infiniti of Melbourne; and Luke DeGraff, service manager, Infiniti of Melbourne.
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By Ken Datzman

Right now — the month of December — might be one of

the best times to purchase a new vehicle. Dealers generally

do their best wheeling and dealing at the end of the

calendar year.

Automakers and dealers usually have attractive

incentives to move vehicles during the Christmas season.

And many families buy new vehicles as Christmas gifts.

For some dealers, December is one of their biggest

months. Last December, the Infiniti QX80, a full–service

luxury sport utility vehicle, had its best sales month ever,

according to the company.

When you purchase a vehicle at Infiniti of Melbourne,

you have a great service department behind you.

The performance of service departments at new–vehicle

dealerships is more important than ever. Vehicle sales and

service are closely aligned. Nearly half of respondents in a

Cox Automotive survey said their experience in the service

department “greatly influenced” their likelihood of buying
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By Ken Datzman

The visibility of the Brevard Job Link
got a big boost in 2001.

The continuing contraction in the
economy, although a rebound is expected
in 2002, focused a much brighter light on
the importance of the organization and
its mission in the county.

The four full–service, one–stop career
centers in Brevard — from Palm Bay to
Titusville — handled significantly
increased traffic, even catering to people
who have never had a need to tap this
resource before.

“It’s been a great year in that we have
been able to get services out to people
quicker and more efficiently than ever
before,” said Linda South, executive
director of the organization. She added, “I
think a lot more people have come to
understand the value of the rich re-
sources that are available in the Brevard
Job Link centers, not only from a job–
seeker’s standpoint but also from the
employer’s standpoint.”

These information–packed centers
offer a variety of services to job seekers,
businesses and the unemployed. For
instance, there are job referrals, Internet

Brevard Job Link key
resource connecting
firms and job seekers

access to America’s Job Bank and other
employment Web sites, videos, career
guidebooks and an in–depth collection of
periodicals, including “The Wall Street
Journal.”

The centers also have computers
equipped with word–processing software,
fax machines, copiers, laser printers, and
telephones with long–distance access. A
videoconference system is available,
which may be used for conducting
interviews.

Employers, said South, can provide
the Job Link with its openings free of
charge either online, by fax or phone,
visit one of the centers “or they can ask
for a representative to come and see
them at their place of business. We
would like to see every single job order in
Brevard County to be in the Job Link
system, so that we can rapidly match
skill sets. And if we don’t have the match
we’ll use the information to create
education and training opportunities that
are responsive to the need.”

Brevard Job Link is funded through
the Brevard Development Workforce
Board Inc. in Rockledge. It also has been
successful in winning competitive grants

What the Social Security plan would mean to you
By Mary Deibel
Scripps Howard Service

Here’s what to expect if Social
Security is changed so that younger
workers can invest some of their payroll
tax money in private accounts, as
President Bush’s Social Security Com-
mission proposed a few weeks ago.

Current retirees and those nearing
retirement — anyone 55 or older today
— would get Society Security benefits as
promised under the present system.

Workers younger than 55 could put
money into a private account. GOP panel
member and former Congressman Bill
Frenzel calls the Bush Commission’s
three–account alternatives the Free
Lunch, the Blue–Plate Special and the
Subsidized Lunch.

Nothing will happen immediately
since President Bush isn’t expected to
make any recommendations to Congress
until 2003, after the 2002 congressional
elections.

Basic Social Security checks would be
smaller than called for in current law.
Depending on market performance, total
benefits from Social Security plus your
personal account could be higher or
lower.

The commission plans call for extra
tax money of up to $71 billion a year and
require other changes that could raise
income or payroll taxes or raise the
retirement age for future retirees.

Social Security currently collects
enough payroll tax to pay 100 percent of
benefits through 2038 and 73 percent of
benefits thereafter if the system isn’t
changed.

The 16–member panel unanimously
approved these options three weeks ago
to carry out Bush’s campaign pledge to
let younger workers divert some of the
6.2 percent payroll tax they owe on
wages to individual accounts that own
stocks and bonds.

Workers who opted to take part would
choose from the five low–risk funds, one
each for government bonds, corporate
bonds and a stocks–and–bonds mix, plus
two stock–index funds that track the
broader market. Workers could change
their choice once a year and couldn’t
borrow or withdraw money.

l PLAN 1. “Free Lunch” — lets
workers put 2 percentage points of their
6.2 percent payroll tax into a personal
account. Nothing else changes, and

The four full–service one–stop career centers of Brevard Job Link are seeing increased traffic. Linda South,
executive director, said her organization is a rich resource for both the job seeker as well as the employer.
Michael Anderson is associate director. They are at the Melbourne site in Perimeter Center.
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By Ashley Pontius
apontius@newsandexperts.com
News & Experts

Despite the economic havoc COVID–19 caused, the

work culture of some companies has stayed solid. But

amid big changes and continuing uncertainties, that

foundational element of business is an ongoing concern

for many heading into 2021.

The massive shift to remote work on a regular basis

dramatically changed how companies interact inter-

nally, and some have adjusted better than others.

Work relationships, processes and production are

vulnerable to slippage, so businesses with remote

workforces must deal with the challenge of preventing

their culture from fraying while at the same time

making it stronger, says Mark McClain, CEO and co–

founder of SailPoint and the ForbesBooks author of

“Joy and Success at Work: Building Organizations that

Don’t Suck (the Life Out of People).”

“Crisis doesn’t build character; it reveals character

and it reveals culture,” McClain says. “As leaders, we

have to determine how our culture works from home

and works from anywhere.

“The pandemic has introduced significant chal-

lenges around how we work together, and how to keep

teamwork and company culture intact. The events of

2020 have given business leaders a critical opportunity

to step back and take a hard look at all aspects of their

business, starting with their culture.”

McClain offers five ways business leaders can keep

their culture alive and make it stronger as the

pandemic puts them to a prolonged test:

l Lead with intention. Hybrid workforces — some

working from home, others from the office — have

been implemented and could be the new normal for

many companies post–COVID. Keeping everyone on

the same page requires clarity of message from the

top, and a detailed review of how success is defined in

these different times. “This pandemic has made it

crystal clear that operating in unity does not require

us to physically be near one another, but it does

require us to be clear about our culture and our shared

business goals,” McClain says. “Leaders and managers

need to be more intentional about how they structure

meetings involving remote workers and those in an

office.”

l Don’t micromanage. “There can be a tendency to

micromanage when everybody’s working from home,”

McClain says. “But then what kind of culture do you

have without self–starters and people whom you trust?

Never micromanage a competent professional. Treat

them like adults. To have them working hard and

confidently in pressure times, they don’t need manag-

ers on top of them or constantly checking on them.”

l Embrace your core values. “This is where a solid

culture starts,” McClain says, “and in crisis times, core

values gain meaning if you emphasize them to the

team. There’s pride in everyone pulling in the same

direction and being proud of what they’ve accom-

plished based on those values. Repeated from time to

time, core values serve to encourage and strengthen.”

l Provide a forum for expression. “The pandemic far

transcends the workplace into the home,” McClain

says. “People have been experiencing many emotions.

As a leader, if you haven’t done so already, reach out to

your people individually or in groups and let them get

out their feelings about this difficult year and anything

they want to discuss. When the workforce knows

everyone, including their leaders, truly care, your

culture is stronger.”

l Host virtual socials. People in a good work culture

get along well, and as the pandemic spirals into

months and months, people miss seeing each other in

person. “Loneliness is a factor, even for the busiest

person,” McClain says. “Set aside some virtual team

happy–hour meetings just for fun and non–work

conversation, no–pressure contests, music, etc.”

“Each company has a unique culture, a reason why

people like working there and why it’s successful,”

McClain says. “The best companies are very inten-

tional about their culture, and it’s more important

than ever.”

l About Mark McClain

Mark McClain’s SailPoint (www.markmcclain.me)

is a leader in the enterprise identity management

market. McClain has led the company from its

beginnings in 2005, when it started as a three–person

team. Today, SailPoint has grown to more than 1,200

employees who serve customers in 35 countries.

How to keep your firm’s culture thriving outside the office during pandemic; shift to remote work a big impact
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From the Public Record of Brevard County Sheriff Wayne Ivey

By Matthew Scott
UCF Forum columnist
University of Central Florida

2020 has been quite the year.

On top of a viral pandemic, in which people have gotten

sick, people have lost their jobs, have lost friends, co–

workers and even family members to disease or suicide.

Fear has taken root in our society, gnawing on our

comforts and dragging our complacencies into the light.

Stepping outside your door is mired in even more

unknowns these days. Just like that, our world has

changed so much.

Most will argue that it hasn’t been for the better.

Turning on the television only serves to instill more

uncertainty and more confusion to those who might be

seeking relief. So many pundits and experts have differing

opinions on what we should or shouldn’t do. When you add

to this steaming pot of ingredients all the serious national

events that have occurred around our country this year,

you have a recipe for something that tastes just awful.

Now, the holiday season is upon us. The weather has

slowly changed as our everyday worries have consumed

our attentions. We barely notice the leaves changing colors

around us. The warmth of summer has given way to the

cooler breezes of fall.

There is one thing I want to remind everyone. It is

something I feel many of us have forgotten about, espe-

cially in 2020. It seems simple to remember, but it takes

work and effort.

Remember love.

I can hear the dismissive snorts and see the eye rolls

already. Remember love, you say?

Yes! REMEMBER LOVE.

Love is the driving force behind each and every one of

us. Love is the tool we need to employ to shine a light into

the darkness of these times. Maybe I’m being cliché or

corny.

You may be right.

But here are my three reasons why remembering to

love is our greatest weapon against the ails of 2020.

First, remember to love yourself. You are not here by

happenstance or by accident. You are important.

Remember that the person looking back at you in the

mirror is a strong individual who has been through worse.

You can do anything you set your mind to. You may have

co–workers counting on you on that next Zoom call. You

may have family members and children depending on you

in these times of adversity.

Remembering to love yourself can be a hard thing to do.

We pour so much of ourselves out for others that we

sometimes forget to refill our own capacity. You can’t help

others if you aren’t able to stand against the turbulence of

life with your own two feet.

You can do this and it’s so vitally important. Love

yourself, folks.

Second, remember to love those around you. Yes, even

the strangers shopping with you in the grocery aisle. Even

the selfish driver who thinks he’s more important that

everyone else on the road and cuts you off.

If there is one thing this year has shown me, it is many

people have only been thinking about themselves. Think

about those who bought out all the toilet paper earlier this

year. Think about those scenes we all saw of adults

throwing tantrums about face mask policies in grocery

stores. Selfishness is the natural enemy of love. If it’s all

about me, then I have no time for anyone else.

This holiday season, let’s put someone else ahead of our

own desires. These don’t need to be groundbreaking

actions, either. Simply telling someone how important they

are to you today is you remembering to love that person.

Trust me, people need to be told how important they are in

these times. Remember to love those around you, friends.

Lastly, remember to love the upcoming holidays. With

the way this year has gone, it so easy to say the holidays

are ruined or feel you have nothing to celebrate. Folks,

please don’t miss this opportunity to celebrate with those

in our “bubble.”. We need the holidays this year, more than

ever. Remember that childish, youthful feeling you feel

when you see the Christmas lights, or fake snow bubbling

though the air! These days of holiday spirit are exactly

what we need to replenish our souls and move with hope

into the new year. Remember to love these coming weeks,

family.

When we see the worst in those around us, when fear

and doubt give way to hopelessness…remember love.

Love is the answer we need always. Love will continue

to save us, no matter what we face next as a nation.

Tell your family how much you love them. Tell your

friends how much you love them. Tell a stranger how

much they are loved today.

And remember, I love you all, too!

Overcoming 2020 challenges is going to take most powerful force — love

Matthew Scott, 2007, 2011 M.S., is a sergeant
with the UCF Police Department. He can be
reached at Matthew.Scott@UCF.edu.

Local attorney Kepler Funk is invited to prestigious international conference
Attorney Kepler B. Funk, of the Melbourne law firm of Funk, Szachacz & Diamond, has received an invitation to the

prestigious international conference, “The International Criminal Bar as Defender of Human Rights.” Funk is on the

select list of counsel permitted to practice in the International Criminal Court in The Hague, Netherlands, as well as the

Extraordinary Chambers for the Courts of Cambodia. He is an original member of the International Criminal Bar since

its founding in 2002 at the Conference of Montreal and since its first General Assembly in Berlin in 2003. Funk has

received additional training in international criminal law in Ireland, Japan, Switzerland, Netherlands and Hong Kong.
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Manley, Corrine

From: Bill Erfurth <bill@moderncityentertainment.com>

Sent: Saturday, June 16, 2018 10:01 AM

To: Bill Erfurth

Subject: Police Videos

Hey, how’s things? Some recent developments have come together about possibly turning the
Heroes Behind The Badge documentaries into a TV series. Without getting into too many details,
there is interest in setting up the series with a montage of real and dramatic police body camera, dash
cam, helicopter, etc captured video. I’m reaching out to you to see if you happen to have any, or are
aware of some highly dramatic, heroic, exemplary types of these videos? The more current the
videos the better, but amazing footage is always still amazing.

Hope all’s well. Any help would be great!

Thanks, Bill

Bill Erfurth | President

305-970-4898 | Bill@moderncityentertainment.com
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Timothy Michaud

‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Depart-
ment there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’

John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’

Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd

at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’

Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith

to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

DID THE EIGHTEENTH CIRCUIT MURDER FORMER COMBAT MEDIC GREGORY EDWARDS?
BBN NOTE: John M. Stewart — a partner at Rossway Swan — is a past president of the 107,000 member The Florida Bar.
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976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE,  FL  32955

Current Principal  Place of Business:

Current Mailing Address:
976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE,  FL  32955  

Entity Name: THE COCOA BEACH AREA HOTEL AND MOTEL ASSOCIATION, 
INC.

DOCUMENT# N36299

FEI Number: 59-3048626 Certificate of Status Desired:
Name and Address of Current Registered Agent:
MICHAUD, TIMOTHY
1300 N ATLANTIC AVE
COCOA BEACH, FL  32931  US

The above named entity submits this statement for the purpose of changing its registered office or registered agent, or both, in the State of Florida.

SIGNATURE:
Electronic Signature of Registered Agent Date

Officer/Director Detail :

I hereby certify that the information indicated on this report or supplemental report is true and accurate and that my electronic signature shall have the same legal effect as if made under 
oath; that I am an officer or director of the corporation or the receiver or trustee empowered to execute this report as required by Chapter 617, Florida Statutes; and that my name appears 
above, or on an attachment with all other like empowered.

SIGNATURE:
Electronic Signature of Signing Officer/Director Detail Date

TIMOTHY MICHAUD

FILED
Feb 07, 2019

Secretary of State
0275169506CC

TOM WILLIAMSON DIRECTOR 02/07/2019

2019 FLORIDA NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT

No

02/07/2019

Title S

Name NORONHA, DENZIL

Address 5575 N ATLANTIC AVE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

Title DP

Name WILLIAMSON, TOM

Address 3425 N ATLANTIC AVENUE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

Title T

Name GALZERANO, CRISTY

Address 2080 N ATLANTIC AVE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931
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By Yarissa Reyes
yoreyes@alz.org
Alzheimer’s Association

JACKSONVILLE — The Alzheimer’s Association,

along with the Florida Department of Elder Affairs and

senior engagement technology provider iN2L, has an-

nounced the launch of “Project VITAL at Home,” a new

and innovative program specially designed for those living

with Alzheimer’s disease or another dementia and their

caregivers.

Through Project VITAL at Home, participants will

receive a wealth of engagement opportunities with an

iN2L tablet and have direct access to the live and on–

demand support and education programs of the

Alzheimer’s Association.

“There are more than 580,000 Floridians living with

Alzheimer’s and 1.2 million caregivers providing unpaid

support to those individuals,” said Julie Shatzer, vice

president of programs for the Florida region of the

Alzheimer’s Association.

“Social isolation and boredom are particular challenges

for those living with Alzheimer’s and other dementias, as

well as their caregivers. Having a way to provide purpose-

ful and meaningful engagement by connecting with family,

friends, health–care providers and other VITAL caregivers

means that you never need to go it alone.”

Project VITAL at Home is the latest expansion of the

Project VITAL program. The Association launched Project

VITAL (Virtual Inclusive Technology for All) in partner-

ship with the Florida Department of Elder Affairs in April

of 2020 to keep seniors connected with loved ones during

social isolation. In Phases 1 and 2 of the program, more

than 600 iN2L tablets were distributed to nursing homes

and assisted living communities throughout the state.

“Project VITAL at Home has provided the Association

the opportunity to extend our reach to not just those living

with dementia at residential care communities, but to all

seniors living with dementia in Florida who are vulnerable

to the negative effects of social isolation,” Shatzer said.

The tablets are preloaded with software programming

from iN2L, enabling residents to engage, be entertained

and connect with their loved ones via a simple one–touch

video chat application. The senior–friendly tablet is

preloaded with an expansive, easily personalized library of

content items designed to support cognitive, emotional,

social, physical and spiritual wellness for the ultimate

person–centered engagement experience.

Older adults using the tablet will be able to access

puzzles, games, movies, audiobooks, music and more to

promote purposeful engagement. The tablet also provides

ways for seniors to learn, relax and have fun, as well as

stay connected with others near and far.

Purposeful engagement is an excellent way to help

prevent restlessness, frequent napping and anxiousness.

For caregivers, it gives them an opportunity to connect

with others in similar situations as well as access an

expansive library of Alzheimer’s Association content and

education programs.

“We are honored to continue working with the

Alzheimer’s Association to provide even more individuals

with our senior–friendly tablets as part of Project VITAL

at Home,” said Lisa Taylor, iN2L CEO.

“We know how important meaningful connection is to

older adults’ health and well–being, and during this

ongoing pandemic, we have seen how our tablets have

helped facilitate connection for many senior living commu-

nity residents. Now we can provide that same support for

older adults at home.

“Our tablets include everything seniors and their

caregivers need to stay connected to the people and

experiences that matter most,” Taylor added, “including

our easy one–touch video chat tool for virtual family visits,

as well as over 1,000 content applications to connect them

to their interests and passions. We are thrilled that our

tablets will be helping more seniors in the state of Florida

stay healthy, happy and entertained.”

The tablets will be available on a first–come, first–

served basis until supplies last. Those interested in

participating in the program must be caring for a person

diagnosed with Alzheimer’s or another dementia at home;

be willing to participate in a year–long research project,

including six brief online surveys; commit to attend a

monthly, one–hour feedback and support group; have a

basic level of skill with online technology, a valid email

address and a stable Wi–Fi signal; and agree to schedule

at least one hour per day to use the tablets.

To be prescreened to receive a tablet, call the

Alzheimer’s Association 24/7 Helpline at (800) 272–3900.

l About the Alzheimer’s Association

The Alzheimer’s Association leads the way to end

Alzheimer’s and all other dementia — by accelerating

global research, driving risk reduction and early detection,

and maximizing quality care and support. Its vision is a

world without Alzheimer’s and all other dementia.

l About the Florida Department of Elder Affairs

The Florida Department of Elder Affairs, the State Unit

on Aging, helps Florida’s elders to remain healthy, safe,

and independent. The department provides most direct

services through its Division of Statewide Community–

Based Services, which works through the state’s eleven

Area Agencies on Aging and local service providers to

deliver essential services to a vital segment of the popula-

tion. For more information, visit www.elderaffairs.org.

l About iN2L

As the market leader in content–driven engagement for

seniors, iN2L has been creating possibilities, enjoyment,

and connection for older adults since 1999. iN2L’s expan-

sive content library promotes wellness, empowerment and

engagement among older adults and is the foundation for

activities that facilitate social interaction, cognitive and

physical exercise and therapy, education, reminiscing,

areas of interest and memory support engagement. For

more information, visit www.in2l.com.

Alzheimer’s Association, state of Florida team up to bring senior–friendly tablets to older adults; new project
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Happy

Holidays

340 North Harbor City Boulevard
Melbourne, Florida 32935

321-253-1555

www.floridabusinessbank.com Member
FDIC

At this special time of the year, the entire team at
Florida Business Bank sends a very sincere
thank you to all our customers and friends

throughout Brevard County.

We each wish you and those you
hold dear all the bountiful joys and blessings

of the holiday season.

And may we each share the
prosperity of a healthy and Happy New Year.
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By Lourdes Rodriguez
rodriguezl@ufl.edu
IFAS Communications
University of Florida

GAINESVILLE — Palm trees, beaches and lizards are

all common to Florida’s landscape, but did you know not all

lizards are native? In fact, University of Florida research-

ers tell us that there are three times the number of lizards

in the Sunshine State that do not belong here naturally

and are impacting various ecosystems and communities.

Peters’ rock agama is a native to East Africa and known

to grow as much as a foot. Scientists at UF’s Institute of

Food and Agricultural Sciences (UF/IFAS) tell us this

species is one that is not natural to Florida and has been

spreading consistently since first documented. Chances are

you have already come across the species in your own

backyard even though it doesn’t belong.

“Getting moved by hitchhiking on vehicles, escapes and

intentional releases of these lizards from the pet trade

industry are the main culprits of their spread, said Steven

Johnson, a UF/IFAS associate professor of wildlife and

ecology and co–author of a new publication on the species.

“People are seeing Peters’ rock agama in urbanized

areas of Florida and they are very well–adapted to these

locations,” said co–author Kenneth Gioeli, a natural

resources agent at UF/IFAS Extension St. Lucie County.

“An important takeaway to note about this species is that

we do not call them invasive because they tend to prefer

disturbed urbanized areas. Our human concrete jungle

suits them.”

Gioeli and Johnson partnered to develop Peters’ rock

agama in Florida, a comprehensive fact sheet detailing the

traits, behaviors, as well as known and potential environ-

mental impacts of the species in hopes that consumers will

report them when spotted. The fact sheet is accessible from

the UF/IFAS Electronic Data Information Source, a

single–source repository of all current UF/IFAS numbered

peer–reviewed publications.

Here’s what researchers know.

Peters’ rock agama were first introduced to Florida in

1976 via the pet trade. Additional research confirmed that

the same reptile dealer was responsible for releasing the

species in Homestead, Miami–Dade County, Palm City

and Martin County and their range has been expanding

ever since.

The species has “keeled” scales, meaning ridged and

tapering to a pointed tip, giving the lizard a rough–

textured look. The scales on their tail, legs, and along the

center of their back are prominent. They have wide, blocky

heads, thin toes with claws, and long tails that do not

easily break.

One of the most notable characteristics of the species is

evident in the males’ colorful skin and relatively large size

as compared to Florida’s native lizards. Adult males can

grow to 12 inches including the tail, while females tend to

be smaller. Adult males are boldly marked with an orange

or red head, a black body, and a black–tipped tail immedi-

ately preceded by orange color when in breeding condition.

Breeding females carrying eggs differ from the males in

that they have yellow or orange patches on their bodies.

Other visible traits among females include brownish gray

with light green spots and short stripes on their head and

neck. Juveniles look like females.

“People have been known to do a double take because

agama are so unusual,” said Gioeli. “Their large size,

ability to scale buildings and trees, and the male’s

characteristic red head are eye–catching. Fortunately,

agama are not toxic, venomous or aggressive to people and

typically flee when approached. This makes catching

agama very difficult.”

Peters’ rock agama are carnivorous in their native

range of East Africa, but have also been observed eating

small mammals, birds, small reptiles, and vegetation such

as flowers, grasses, and fruit.

The preferred domicile for these lizards is occupying

residential neighborhoods. Currently, there is no observed

evidence that they are invading natural habitats or

competing with native species in the suburban areas for

food and space, according to the publication. They do have

the potential to negatively impact imperiled butterflies,

especially in South Florida and the Keys.

“Although this lizard does not appear to be having

much of a negative impact on Florida’s native species or

ecosystems, it’s yet another example of the prominent role

that the trade in non–native reptiles has played as

introduction pathway in the Sunshine State,” said

Johnson.

Much is a mystery surrounding these large lizards

when it comes to economic, human quality of life and

ecological impacts. For example, their diet in Florida has

not been studied enough to determine if they feed on more

than a variety of insects and small invertebrates.

Very little documentation exists on predators. Potential

predators of Peters’ rock agama include hawks as well as

reptile–eating snakes, such as the southern black racer,

and feral cats. Smaller agama are at greater risk of

predation than adults, and it is possible that large adult

agama occasionally eat small ones.

“Research is on–going regarding the impacts of agama

in Florida,” added Gioeli. “Issues such as the agama diet in

Florida and reproductive behavior are in need of examina-

tion. There is a likelihood they are eating young Cuban

anoles which are another non–native reptile species. This

begs the question “will agama be displacing Cuban

anoles”?

UF/IFAS researchers and state agencies are trying to

gain greater insight on nonnative reptiles and their

distribution and impacts in Florida. It is important for

people to report sightings of Peters’ rock agama and other

nonnative reptiles and amphibians. It is particularly

important to report them in areas where they have not

been documented previously.

UF/IFAS researchers and Extension remind pet owners

that it is unethical and against state law to release non–

native animals in Florida so that they never release an

unwanted exotic pet. The state of Florida operates an

Exotic Pet Amnesty Program that helps people find homes

for unwanted pet reptiles and other exotic animals. To

learn more, visit the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conserva-

tion Commission’s Pet Amnesty website.

Becoming better educated about nonnative and

invasive species is something all Floridians can do to help

our native plants and animals.

“Residents can help as concerned citizen scientists by

reporting a sighting of Peters’ rock agama using Eddmaps

or the Ivegot1 mobile app for smartphones,” said Gioeli

“You will be prompted to get a user id and password on

both systems to report your sighting. If you see an agama,

snap a photo of it and upload it to either of these reporting

systems.”

With more than a dozen research facilities, 67 county

Extension offices, and award–winning students and faculty

in the UF College of Agricultural and Life Sciences, UF/

IFAS brings science–based solutions to the state’s agricul-

tural and natural resources industries, and all Florida

residents. Visit the UF/IFAS website at ifas.ufl.edu, and

follow UF/IFAS on social media platforms at @UF_IFAS.

Latest non–native lizard to expand in Sunshine State; have probably come across the species in your backyard
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By Solomon Howard (showard@tuckerhall.com)
A.R. Savage & Son
and Steve Linden (slinden@portcanaveral.com)
Port Canaveral

PORT CANAVERAL — A.R. Savage & Son, a fourth–

generation, family owned firm is expanding geographically

to begin operations at Port Canaveral on Florida’s east

coast after 75 years operating in the wider Tampa Bay

region. The new Port Canaveral service gives the legacy

shipping agent the opportunity to serve ships and cargoes

on both sides of Central Florida, one of the fastest–growing

regions in the country.

“We are thrilled to welcome Arthur Savage and his

team as a new partner at our Port and looking forward to

sharing in their continued business success,” said Port

CEO John Murray. “A.R. Savage & Sons is a top–notch

organization, and one of only a few ASBA–certified ship

agents in the United States.”

In commenting on their expansion plan, Savage said

Port Canaveral is vital for cargoes crucial to the economy of

central Florida, and the company is proud to play a part in

supporting industry and jobs in this state. He expects to

handle shipments in Port Canaveral on a regular basis

and is exploring new ways to serve customers with

operations there.

“Throughout our 75 years serving the shipping industry

in Florida, we have always focused on our customers’ needs

wherever they are, and we are proud to open this new

chapter on Florida’s east coast,” said Arthur Savage,

President and owner of the company. “Port Canaveral is a

wonderful port and a major asset to shipping and logistics

in Florida. We have long hoped to operate in Port

Canaveral, one of the state’s premier seaports, and we are

thrilled to begin.”

A.R. Savage & Son has served shipping and logistics

companies for more than 75 years in Florida with ship

agency services and ocean freight forwarding. They are

bonded and insured to work with ship owners, ship

managers, and charterers who are cargo shippers and

receivers in the shipment of products on ocean–going

vessels. The company is particularly experienced in all

types of dry and liquid bulk and break–bulk cargoes and

can serve customers in other ports through the Association

of Shipbrokers and Agents (ASBA) and Federation of

National Associations of Ship Brokers and Agents

networks.

Known in the industry for its deep knowledge and

detailed planning, A.R. Savage & Son understands the

many facets of ports, as well as the cargoes and vessels

loading and discharging. The company’s highly trained

team ensures that cargo is loaded and unloaded in a timely

manner, compliant with all national and international

regulations. This minimizes delays while speeding

turnaround at the lowest possible cost.

l About A.R. Savage & Son

As the oldest ship agency, ocean–freight forwarding,

and maritime advisory services company on Florida’s west

coast, A.R. Savage & Son provides superior services,

quality, and value to ships that call on Port Tampa Bay,

Port Manatee, the Port of St. Petersburg and Port

Canaveral. Based in Tampa, the business has provided

professional services to the domestic and international

maritime trade community for four generations. Its

experienced team provides ship agency, cargo, advisory,

and consular services to ship owners and charterers, as

well as the cargo interests themselves. For more informa-

tion, visit http://www.arsavage.com.

l About Port Canaveral

Port Canaveral is one of the world’s most dynamic and

exciting ports. A world–class gateway for cruises, cargo,

recreation and logistics, as well as a gateway to new

frontiers in space, Port Canaveral has hosted nearly 5

million revenue cruise passengers through its state–of–

the–art terminals and 6 million tons of cargo annually,

including bulk, break–bulk, project, and containerized. For

more information, visit www.PortCanaveral.com.

A.R. Savage & Son debuts its shipping services operations at Port Canaveral; expands into East Florida

Certified Production Technician course set; first step toward career in manufacturing
The Economic Development Commission of Florida’s Space Coast (EDC) has announced the next class date for its

10–week, online Certified Production Technician (CPT) course at Eastern Florida State College (EFSC) as Jan. 25, 2021.

The EDC is accepting scholarship applications until Jan. 8, 2021. This nationally recognized and nationally accredited

certificate is a first step toward a rewarding career in manufacturing as it verifies a student has mastered essential

training in safety, quality practices and measurement, manufacturing processes and production, and maintenance

awareness. In addition, the certificate is worth up to 15 credits toward an engineering technology associate degree at

EFSC. The CPT course is accessible to eligible applicants including current manufacturing employees, veterans of the

military, recent high school graduates, EFSC students, and adults interested in pursuing a career in manufacturing. Visit

www.ManufacturingInBrevard.org/CPT or contact CPT@SpaceCoastEDC.org for more information.
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CCRC–Buena Vida Estates
65-Plus Community 55-Plus Community

-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-

Meals/Fine Dining
Lifetime Long-term Care

Initial Moving Costs
Next Level Downsize/Move

Hurricane Ready
Peace of Mind

Real Estate Taxes
HOA
Assessments
Home Maintenance
Utilities
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-

�e REAL Di�erence
Before you choose a 55-Plus 

community, look and compare it to 
Brevard County’s ONLY CCRC and 
understand what aging in place with 
lifetime care at Buena Vida Estates 

really means—all-inclusive, 
from your monthly utilities to 

meals and so much more! 
Choose from nine apartment homes 

or one of our NEW cottages in a 
private wooded community. 

 Brevard County’s ONLY Continuing Care 
Retirement Community (CCRC).

ESTABLISHED 1982 

NEW COTTAGES
Exclusive

2129 West New Haven Avenue
West Melbourne, FL 32904

— Entrance on Doherty Drive —

BuenaVidaEstates.org
A 501(c)(3) Not For Pro�t Organization

Call to Reserve Your Cottage Today!
(321) 989-6670  • Toll-free (800) 742-0060

• Independent Living in a Private Wooded Community

• Clubhouse and Pool

• 24 Luxury Cottages w/Screened Lanai, 1650 Sq. Ft. Under Air

• 2 Bedroom with Study, 2 Bath, 2 Car Garage

• Maintenance and Utilities Included (Excluding Phone)

• Hurricane Ready: Generator, Impact Glass, Metal Roof

• Included in Buena Vida Estates Continuing

   Care Retirement Community
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Please see Downtown Produce Market & More, page 19

Downtown Produce Market & More set for holidays with all types of gourmet
items; gift baskets and gift cards; Aker family builds venture into a big success
By Ken Datzman

Find a niche and fill it. That’s one of the longstanding

sayings in the entrepreneurial world.

Years ago, Gaylord and Jill Aker, a husband–and–wife

business team, had envisioned a gourmet grocery store

where shoppers would have the opportunity to buy a

diverse range of specialty food products from around the

world, everything from cheeses to pastas, seafood, meats,

salts and spices, oils and vinegars, and much more.

And they have not disappointed in 15 years since

opening Downtown Produce Market & More, a retail

grocer on Ellis Road in Melbourne. The store has honed a

growing niche of customers by stocking its shelves with

items that help set it apart in the grocery business in the

region.

“We have really pushed the boundaries this year,” said

Jill Aker. “We have brought in more product differentiators

— unusual items — this year than we probably have at

any time in the store’s history.”

“We are adding extenders to our racks in order to

accommodate the new products the store is introducing,”

said Gaylord Aker, whose store has a bakery which makes

fresh breads and other products daily.

“Consumers want choices in product selection, and

that’s what we’re trying to give them. We get a lot of great

feedback and recommendations from customers, and we

take them to heart. Some of the products in the store have

come by way of customer suggestions,” he added.

Their store has even ordered Luxardo Maraschino

Cherries which are produced in Italy. They make the

perfect cocktail garnish. These cherries are different from

the bright red orbs used in cocktails in most bars.

“The Luxardo Cherries are dense and chewy with a

sweet–tart flavor,” said Jill Aker, adding that “they are like

the big chunks of cherries in Ben & Jerry’s Cherry Garcia

ice cream.”

They take a Manhattan or Old Fashioned to new

heights and are made with prized “sour marasca cherries”

preserved in the fruit’s famed liqueur.

This is an example of their commitment to being an

innovative retailer always looking to bring hard–to–find

items into Downtown Produce Market & More.

And consumers are often willing to go the extra mile to

a specialty food store to make purchases.

The two owners said they are “thankful and apprecia-

tive for the support we have received over the years from

customers and the great work of our employees. It’s the

reason we are in business today.”

Fine foods make fine gifts for the holiday season and

Downtown Produce Market & More is an interesting place

to shop. The store offers a wide holiday selection of themed

gift baskets. It also lets customers build their own gift

basket, filling it with items they specifically favor.

“People want to customize their gift baskets with

bottles of wine and unique food items from the store, so

we’re offering our ‘build–a–basket’ program. Gift baskets

have been one of our store’s traditional offerings,” said Jill

Aker.

Downtown Produce Market & More also has gift cards,

which make nice holiday presents.

The store has one of the largest selections of wines and

beers, including a strong representation of craft and micro–

brewery beers, as well as imports. Many of their wines are

attractively priced in the $10 to $15 range, a sweet spot for

the typical wine shopper.

On the food side, one of the store’s many new additions

is “The Original Jersey Italian Gravy,” which has been

featured in “The New York Times” and other media

outlets. The award–winning, slow–simmered all–natural

tomato product uses only five ingredients, and has no

artificial preservatives.

“It’s one of the fastest–selling products in our store,”

said Jill Aker. “The customers rave about it. People from

the north recognize the brand. It so popular among our

customers, we buy it by the pallet. The product is offered in

different varieties.”

If you buy the Jersey Italian Gravy at Downtown

Produce Market & More, you might as well purchase the

store’s homemade pasta. It’s made with semolina flour, a

course flour comprised of durum wheat. The fresh pasta is

Downtown Produce Market & More on Ellis Road in Melbourne was founded nearly 15 years ago by Gaylord and Jill Aker, a husband-and-wife business team. Their retail store is known for its wide range
of products. And it has one of the area’s largest selections of wines and beers. Holiday gift baskets are a popular item at the store. From left, the Downtown Produce Market & More team includes: Chuck
Caldwell, meat department manager; Christopher Painter, head chef; Evelin Matos, baker; Clarence Fuller, assistant meat manager; Suzanne Steele, cheese department lead and gift basket designer;
and Monica Reiter, cashier and front end lead. The store follows CDC guidelines and the employees wear masks on their jobs.

BBN photo — Adrienne B. Roth
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Please see Wesche Jewelers, page 21

Sales sparkle at Wesche Jewelers; diamonds, engagement rings big sellers;
Carrie Williams custom–designs pieces for customers; launches online sales
By Ken Datzman

Wesche Jewelers, a more than 40–year–old family

owned enterprise, has seen its sales sparkle in this

unusual year.

And the independent store has used innovative

strategies to serve and reach customers.

“We’re having a good year despite being closed for a

number of weeks during the state–mandated shutdown

of non–essential businesses,” said Maggie Collins, an

assistant manager at Wesche Jewelers on North

Wickham Road in Melbourne who handles the daily

operations.

“When we reopened, there seemed to have been a

pent–up demand for jewelry purchases. And now, with

the holiday shopping season underway, business has

continued to be strong. We’re off to a great start. Sales

are up.”

She added, “What is amazing this year is that many

more people are coming into the store for the first time.

They are discovering the ‘wonderful world of Wesche.’

These are people who have recently moved to Brevard

County, either for jobs or to retire. It’s great to see this

and it’s helping drive our business.”

Wesche Jewelers has Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention protocols in place for shoppers. Staffers

wear masks and hand sanitizers are plentiful.

“We have a large store so there is plenty of room for

social distancing,” said Carrie Williams, an American

Gem Society Certified Gemologist Appraiser and an

assistant manager at Wesche Jewelers.

The American Gem Society’s CGA designation is

highly regarded among peers in the industry because it

certifies that the individual holder can evaluate

diamonds, gemstones and jewelry, and determine their

value.

Wesche Jewelers is a showcase facility in Brevard

County. “People come and spend one to two hours

shopping in the store,” said Collins.

As you walk through the front door of the 15,000–

square–foot, two–story Mediterranean–style store —

which was designed by area architect Dave Nagrodsky

— your eyes immediately focus on the 14–foot–tall

decorated Christmas tree.

“We welcome shoppers to our store to view our

magnificent tree,” said Collins. “The Wesche team

decorates it every year. It takes time and effort to put

all the decorations on such a big tree, but it’s fun, and a

joyful time.”

The tree is positioned in the center of the store. It’s

one of the tallest Christmas trees in a business in

Brevard. Wesche Jewelers has soaring ceilings.

Consumer demand for jewelry — diamonds, pearls,

gemstones, necklaces, gold pieces, engagement rings,

and other merchandise — rebounded in June, according

to the U.S. Department of Commerce. Retailers have

seen steady sales since.

The bounce in jewelry sales “shows no sign of

slowing.” Sales in September 2020 were up 13.7 percent

over the same month last year, the highest monthly rise

in at least five years, reports the International Dia-

mond Exchange. The industry has made a “remarkable”

recovery since April.

In anticipation of good holiday sales, Williams said

her store’s inventory has been increased.

“Holly (Wesche, store owner) and Mandy (Kirby,

merchandise coordinator) have brought in a fantastic

mix of items. We have loads of inventory. And from

what we’re seeing, consumers are in a spending mood

for jewelry this holiday season.”

In September, Platinum Gold International USA

commissioned 360 Market Reach to conduct a jewelry–

buying study. Within the study, researchers specifically

looked at the future intent of consumers for this year’s

holiday season.

The focus group was comprised of 1,000 consumers

age 18 to 64, who have or would be open to acquiring

fine jewelry, defined as jewelry costing at least $1,000

made with precious metal.

One of the key findings from the study was that half

of all millennials and Generation Z consumers are

likely to shop for fine jewelry this holiday season. This

is significantly stronger than among other generations.

Among all age groups, 87 percent of respondents

planned to shop in–store for jewelry, “with the majority

of shoppers looking to support local and independent

retailers.”

Williams, who is known for her unique custom–

designed jewelry, said “engagement rings and diamonds

have been selling briskly. We have brought back the

‘Hearts On Fire’ collection. We had it in our store years

ago. We are happy about this new addition to our

holiday merchandize.”

She said Hearts On Fire pays close attention to the

four “Cs” of the diamond industry — cut, color, clarity

and carat weight.”

Marilyn Monroe said it for American jewelry

shoppers: “A diamond is a girl’s best friend.” More than

40 percent of all jewelry bought by U.S. consumers is

diamond jewelry, according to the International

Diamond Exchange.

Another popular selection this holiday season at

Maggie Collins, left, and Carrie Williams are assistant managers at Wesche Jewelers on North Wickham Road in Melbourne. Williams
is also a longtime custom–jewelry designer with a host of Wesche clients. Their store is experiencing solid sales across various product
lines. In anticipation of good holiday sales, Wesche Jewelers has bolstered its inventory. The company has also created an online site
for purchases, www.WescheJewelers.com.

BBN photo — Adrienne B. Roth
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By Liz Sivco
sivcoe@omnihealthcare.com
Omni Healthcare

With recent numbers of coronavirus

cases at their highest single–day increase

since July, the number of people being

tested is also on the rise.

President and CEO of OMNI

Healthcare Dr. Craig Deligdish has become

an expert on coronavirus testing since the

pandemic began, launching some of

Central Florida’s first outdoor drive–

through sites.

By now, Dr. Deligdish estimates OMNI

Healthcare has tested as many as 40,000

people for COVID–19. The rise in testing,

he says, is because of a variety of reasons

which include people traveling for the

holidays.

“There have also been outbreaks within

places of business and everyone has

had to be tested as a result of that,” said

Dr. Deligdish.

Patients have their choice of tests with

OMNI offering a variety of antibody and

antigen tests. The antibody test detects

whether a person has ever been infected

with the virus that causes COVID–19. It is

thought that someone with antibodies

present may have some protection against

being reinfected.

The antigen tests determine whether

you currently have the virus and OMNI

offers a few of those, including rapid tests

with results in less than 15 minutes and

the molecular RT PCR nasopharyngeal

test, which is the most reliable test with

results in 24 hours. Dr. Deligdish often

describes that test as the gold standard for

COVID–19.

“So, we have really been offering

patients every type of test and we antici-

pate and expect to be offering the vaccine to

our patients as well,” said Dr. Deligdish.

In addition to drive–through corona-

virus testing, OMNI Healthcare has also

been conducting clinical trials which test

the effectiveness of certain rapid COVID–

19 tests. Respondents for the clinical trials

receive up to $60 in compensation.

As cases rise, people want a safe and

effective vaccine. OMNI Healthcare is

currently preparing to handle as large a

number of people as it has for testing since

the spring.

According to Dr. Deligdish, “We are

ready, willing and able to store and

administer the vaccine. It’s not particularly

different from any other vaccine. In the

past, we’ve been able to accommodate as

many as 1,000 patients per day and we

anticipate being able to give 1,000 to 2,000

doses to the extent that the vaccine is

available in those types of quantities.”

While OMNI Healthcare is poised to

begin inoculations now, the vaccine is not

available just yet.

“While it is not clear exactly how that

vaccine will be distributed, OMNI antici-

pates that it will be administering it to the

community and its patients as early as

Dec. 16,” Dr. Deligdish added.

As Floridians have been worn down by

coronavirus restrictions, Dr. Deligdish

remains optimistic that things will get

better in the new year.

“I believe between the number of people

already infected and the expected availabil-

ity, assuming it’s safe and effective as

touted, I think we will turn the corner

around April to May of next year.”

Until then, if you’re in need of testing,

visit OMNI Healthcare’s COVID–19

website: COVID19TestBrevard.com or call

(321) 802–5515 to make an appointment

with no waiting. COVID–19 testing is

available in all OMNI Healthcare offices

for current patients. For more information

about OMNI Healthcare and its locations,

visit www.OMNIhealthcare.com.

Questions regarding OMNI’s prepara-

tion for distributing the COVID–19 vaccine

should be directed to Dr. Deligdish’s office.

The phone number is (321) 727–3495.

Clarkson University helps rural hospital system get ready for
rollout of coronavirus vaccines; school has ULT freezers

By Melissa Lindell
mlindell@clarkson.edu
Clarkson University

POTSDAM, N.Y.  — A research

university is helping a rural hospital

system get ready to receive COVID–19

vaccines.

Clarkson University defrosted one of its

Ultra–Low Temperature (ULT) freezers

over the weekend to get it ready to head

over to Canton–Potsdam Hospital to await

the first arrivals of the SARS–CoV–2

vaccines. The vaccines must be stored at

the ultra–cold temperature of –70 degrees

Celsius, or about –94 Fahrenheit.

Clarkson’s ULT freezer comes from Bi-

ology Professor Susan Bailey’s Experimen-

tal Evolution and Bioinformatics Lab. This

freezer normally holds bacteria and DNA

samples from her evolution experiments.

“These experiments explore how

bacteria evolve in response to different

types of environments, including looking at

the evolution of antibiotic resistance. We

preserve and freeze the bacteria periodi-

cally over the course of an evolution

experiment to keep a kind of “fossil record”

of their different stages of evolution. When

we freeze them at ultra–low temperatures,

they are preserved in a way such that we

can thaw and reanimate them at a later

time for further testing — which is really

useful!” Bailey said.

Recently, St. Lawrence Health System

installed its first ULT freezer for vaccine

storage. Both the Pfizer and Moderna

vaccines need to be stored at extremely cold

temperatures.

If emergency approval is granted by the

FDA, the vaccine distribution may start as

early as this month. The Pfizer and

Moderna Vaccines require two shots,

Pfizer’s vaccine will be given 21 days apart,

and the Moderna vaccine will be given 28

days apart.

“This is what community is all about,”

said Clarkson President Tony Collins when

sharing the university’s role in the

response to the pandemic. “As a national

research university with a strategic

research focus in next generation medicine

and healthcare, we have the expertise and

resources that St. Lawrence Health System

need now. Supporting our community in

meaningful ways like this is part of our

value system.”

“We are incredibly fortunate to have

continued support from our local universi-

ties and I am personally grateful. Our

communities only benefit from the

collaboration taking place between

Clarkson’s diverse spectrum of innovators

and our vast team of healthcare and

infectious disease specialists,” said David

Acker, St. Lawrence Health System

president and CEO.

When COVID–19 began to impact

communities around the globe, faculty and

staff at Clarkson University applied their

vast expertise in areas like airborne

particle properties, sustainable battery life,

mechanical and electrical engineering in

HVAC systems, and engineering design to

collaborate on several projects to help St.

Lawrence Health System’s medical team

provide enhanced, safe, COVID–19 critical

care. These innovations have translated to

supporting other communities as well.

OMNI Healthcare prepares to administer vaccine; practice CEO Dr. Deligdish led way in region for testing
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Space Perspective moves closer to edge of space with seed round
financing of $7 million for the development of Spaceship Neptune

By Angelica DeLuccia Morrissey
angelica@griffincg.com
Griffin Communications Group

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER — Space Perspective

has announced it has closed a $7 million series seed

financing for the development and early flights of

Spaceship Neptune to the edge of space. The infusion of

capital advances the human spaceflight company

another step closer to fundamentally changing the way

people have access to space for research and tourism.

“We are delighted to welcome our new investors to

the Space Perspective team. We selected them because

they are the cutting edge of venture capital. Their active

approach to supporting founders is a critical component

of executing on our mission to give people the life–

changing experience of seeing our planet in space,” said

Space Perspective Founder and Co–CEO Jane Poynter,

who made the announcement at the Web Summit 2020.

“Our ability to make space accessible in unprec-

edented ways carries immense importance,” added

Taber MacCallum, also founder and co–CEO. “We are

grateful that this premier group of investors recognizes

that space tourism has arrived and is a significant driver

in the future growth of commercial spaceflight.”

The financing was led by Prime Movers Lab, the lead

investor in Momentus, which recently announced its

SPAC merger, and Base Ventures, a leading Silicon

Valley tech fund. The investor group also includes

world–renowned entrepreneur, author and business

strategist Tony Robbins, and venture capital firms

Kirenaga Partners’ Central Florida Tech Fund, 1517

Fund, Schox, E2MC Ventures and SpaceFund Venture

Capital.

Anton Brevde of Prime Movers and Kirby Harris of

Base Ventures serve on the Space Perspective Board of

Directors. David Scalzo of Kirenaga is an advisor.

“My life is dedicated to delivering people extraordi-

nary experiences that expand human consciousness,”

said Robbins. “I always say a belief is a poor substitute

for an experience and Jane and Taber’s work at Space

Perspective will deliver a life changing experience to

people across the world and help us all realize that we

are part of a human family sharing this remarkable

planet.”

“We are thrilled to be leading Space Perspective’s

seed round,” said Brevde. “We are big believers in the

future space economy and space tourism is a segment

we have been tracking closely. It’s clear that there is

massive consumer demand to explore this final frontier

and we believe seeing Earth from the edge of space will

have a profound impact on those who experience it.

What attracted us to Jane and Taber’s vision and

approach was the safety, accessibility, and tranquility of

the Space Perspective experience.”

Space Perspective will safely fly a pilot, passengers

and research payloads to the edge of space and back via

its Spaceship Neptune, a high–performance space

balloon and pressurized capsule. Neptune’s gentle and

comfortable six–hour flight offers people the life–

changing experience of seeing Earth in the blackness of

space. The company’s first test flight, Neptune 1, is

slated for around the end of first quarter 2021 from

NASA’s Kennedy Space Center Shuttle Landing Facility

(managed by Space Florida).

This test flight will be with an uncrewed,

unpressurized capsule and is the first step toward

operational flights, currently targeted for 2024, with

tickets going on sale in early 2021. Neptune’s commer-

cial human spaceflight launches are regulated by the

FAA Office of Commercial Spaceflight.

l About Space Perspective

Space Perspective is a human spaceflight company

committed to fundamentally changing people’s view and

perception of Earth. Using a high–performance space

balloon and pressurized capsule technology that gently

travels to and from the edge of space over a six–hour

period, the spacecraft offers opportunities for

groundbreaking research and life–changing travel

experiences for off–world explorers. For more informa-

tion, visit TheSpacePerspective.com.

KSC contractors inducted into the prestigious National Space Club
Hall of Fame — Aerodyne Industries of Cape Canaveral shines

CAPE CANAVERAL — Five teammates on the Test

and Operations Support Contract (TOSC) at Kennedy

Space Center — four members of Aerodyne Industries

and a partner with Jacobs — were recently inducted into

the prestigious National Space Club Florida

Committee’s Space Worker Hall of Fame.

l Space Flight Advocacy and Education — Carl

McManus (Aerodyne)

l Space Flight Support — Ellen Brown (Aerodyne)

and Sherri Johnson (Aerodyne)

l Space Launch Technology — Neil Mizell (Aero-

dyne) and Michael Young (Jacobs)

The induction ceremony was held at the 2020

Celebrate Space Awards Banquet, Friday, Nov. 20, at

the Radisson Resort at the Port in Cape Canaveral.

“We are very proud of our 2020 inductees into the

prestigious National Space Club Hall of Fame,” said

Andrew “Andy” Allen, Aerodyne CEO. “Ellen, Sherri,

Carl and Neil symbolize what is best about Aerodyne

and they epitomize the outstanding team we have across

the country and Mike is an outstanding Jacobs team-

mate on the Test and Operations Support Contract.”

He added, “I would like to thank the National Space

Club for promoting America’s aerospace program by

honoring these outstanding individuals.”

l About Aerodyne Industries LLC

Aerodyne Industries LLC is a Service–Disabled

Veteran–Owned Small Business that was established in

2006 by CEO Allen. The firm is headquartered in Cape

Canaveral, with a primary focus on serving NASA

programs and resolving NASA’s most challenging

technical issues.

A seasoned business executive and program man-

ager, Allen is a former U.S. Marine Corps aviator who

has logged over 6,000 flight hours in more than 30

different aircraft. He is also a veteran NASA astronaut,

space shuttle pilot and mission commander.

Aerodyne Industries is a subcontractor on TOSC at

the Kennedy Space Center. The contract provides overall

management and implementation of ground systems

capabilities, flight hardware processing and launch

operations at KSC.

These tasks support the International Space Station,

Exploration Ground Systems, the Space Launch System,

Orion Multi–Purpose Crew Vehicle and Launch Services

programs.
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By Cynthia Arco
cynthia_arco@comcast.com
Comcast Florida Region

WEST PALM BEACH — Comcast is

extending its commitments to help people

across Florida connect to the Internet

during the COVID–19 pandemic as

millions continue to stay home while many

workplaces and schools operate virtually.

Comcast will continue to provide free

internet service for the first 60 days for new

internet “Essentials” customers and free

access to more than 1.5 million public

Xfinity WiFi hotspots, the largest network

of its kind in the country, through June 30,

2021. This announcement marks the third

time Comcast has extended these commit-

ments.

These commitments are part of

Comcast’s comprehensive efforts to help

families and individuals stay connected

and to help empower small businesses

during the COVID–19 pandemic. Specific

measures include:

l Free 60 days of internet Essentials

Essentials is the nation’s largest and

most comprehensive broadband adoption

program that provides high–speed internet

service to low–income families. New

customers who sign up before June 30,

2021, will receive 60 days of complimentary

service. Comcast will also continue to

waive the requirement that customers not

have back debt due so more families can

apply. For more information, visit

www.internetessentials.com.

l Xfinity WiFi free for everyone

More than 1.5 million Xfinity WiFi

hotspots in business and outdoor locations

are available to anyone who needs them for

free, including non–Xfinity internet

subscribers. For a map of Xfinity WiFi

hotspots, visit www.xfinity.com/wifi.

l Network investment

Comcast has invested more than $12

billion to expand and evolve its network

since 2017. Since the onset of the COVID–

19 pandemic in the United States, network

teams have worked around the clock to

triple network augmentations, install new

hardware, and upgrade network software

— to expand capacity and ensure that it

could meet the rapidly growing needs of its

customers. The company performs nearly

700,000 diagnostic speed tests daily which

show that, on average, it is meeting, and

most times exceeding advertised speeds

across all service areas.

l Comcast RISE

In October, Comcast launched Comcast

RISE, a multi–year initiative created to

help strengthen and empower small

businesses, starting with Black, indig-

enous, and people–of–color owned busi-

nesses which have been hit hardest by

COVID–19. The Comcast RISE program

will help thousands of small businesses

over the next three years through grants,

marketing and technology upgrades,

including media campaigns and connectiv-

ity, computer and voice equipment, as well

as free marketing insights to all applicants.

For more information, visit

www.comcastrise.com.

l Providing Free Educational Resources

In partnership with Common Sense

Media, Comcast has curated thousands of

hours of free educational programming into

an education destination for Xfinity video

customers to support remote learning for

kids in grades K–12.

For more information and updates from

Comcast related to Coronavirus, visit

www.comcastcorporation.com/COVID–19.

l About Comcast

Comcast Corp. is a global media and

technology company with three primary

businesses: Comcast Cable, NBCUniversal,

and Sky. Comcast Cable is one of the

United States’ largest high–speed internet,

video, and phone providers to residential

customers under the Xfinity brand, and

also provides these services to businesses.

It also provides wireless and security and

automation services to residential custom-

ers under the Xfinity brand.

Comcast extends relief efforts in Florida through June 30; 60 days of free internet for low–income residents

Jersey Mike’s Subs makes $300,000 challenge grant
to Wreaths Across America for placement at Arlington

COLUMBIA FALLS, Maine — The

national nonprofit Wreaths Across America

(WAA) has announced that Jersey Mike’s

Subs, a fast–casual sub sandwich franchise

with more than 2,500 locations nationwide,

has made a $300,000 challenge grant to

support the mission to “Remember, Honor,

Teach.”

Through this donation, Jersey Mike’s

has once again stepped up to help WAA

reach its goal of placing a live balsam

veteran’s wreath on every headstone at

Arlington National Cemetery. Now

through Monday, Dec. 14, every $15

wreath sponsorship made at

www.wreathsacrossamerica.org/

JerseyMikes will be matched by the

company, up to $300,000.

Since 2010, Jersey Mike’s has supported

WAA’s mission with more than $2.2 mil-

lion. Last year, 2.2 million veterans’

wreaths were placed in honor of veterans

nationally and abroad, including on all the

markers of those buried at Arlington

National Cemetery. Year round, through a

variety of programs, Jersey Mike’s

franchisees across the country support the

military and their families.

“Experiencing the placement of a

wreath, and knowing the impact that one

simple action has for so many, is truly

meaningful,” said Peter Cancro, Jersey

Mike’s founder and CEO. “The thought of a

headstone being left bare is unimaginable

and it something we want to help make

sure doesn’t happen.”

This year’s national wreath–laying

event at Arlington will look different as will

many of WAA’s 2,525 other participating

locations nationwide, but the mission

remains the same. The safety of all

involved is the number one priority and

WAA is asking the public to follow local

guidance and rules set by each location

where wreaths are being place.

“The veterans we honor committed

themselves unselfishly at the most critical

moments in our nation’s history,” said

Karen Worcester, WAA’s executive

director. “The generous support of the

wonderful people at Jersey Mike’s, ensures

that we will be able to fulfill our mission in

remembrance of these brave men and

women.”

l About Wreaths Across America

Wreaths Across America is a 501(c)(3)

nonprofit organization founded to continue

and expand the annual wreath–laying

ceremony at Arlington National Cemetery

begun by Maine businessman Morrill

Worcester in 1992. The organization’s

mission — Remember, Honor, Teach — is

carried out in part each year by coordinat-

ing wreath–laying ceremonies in December

at Arlington, as well as at thousands of

veterans’ cemeteries and other locations in

all 50 states and beyond. For more

information or to sponsor a wreath visit

www.wreathsacrossamerica.org.

l About Jersey Mike’s Subs

Passion for giving in Jersey Mike’s local

communities is reflective in its mission

statement, “Giving…making a difference in

someone’s life.” For more information, visit

jerseymikes.com or follow us on Facebook

(facebook.com/jerseymikes), Instagram

(instagram.com/jerseymikes), and Twitter

(twitter.com/jerseymikes.com).
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Why ‘Inner Peace’ is the workplace skill you didn’t know you needed
today, says a longtime business professor and author, Edward Hess

By Edward D. Hess

No doubt about it: The world is loud, chaotic, and

outright scary. And with a pandemic piled on top of

political/social/economic upheaval piled on top of “normal”

disruptors like AI advancements that change everything

about the way we work, it’s only going to get more so.

Here’s the question: How do you get heard above the

chaos? Do you shout louder? Work harder? Bulldoze over

others?

Actually, quite the opposite. Your “secret weapon” to

thriving in a world of chaos, change, and uncertainty might

surprise you. “Inner Peace.”

Whether you’re a leader or an employee, you need to be

kind of a port in the storm right now. You need to be fully

in the moment so you can connect and listen to others. And

you need to tune out the noise and do the kind of high–

level critical thinking that lets you make smart decisions.

So, touchy–feely though it may sound, cultivating Inner

Peace is a hot business skill.

Not that it’s a brand–new COVID–era issue. I’ve said

for years that we need a new way of being and leading.

Keeping your head down and following orders (if you’re an

employee) or letting your out–of–control ego confirm your

biases (if you’re a leader) just don’t work in today’s world.

Inner Peace is a foundational building block to becom-

ing a Hyper–Learner: a person who has the mindset and

humility to continuously learn, unlearn, and relearn by

adapting to the reality of the world as it evolves. And you

won’t be able to excel at one of the remaining jobs that

require “human skills” after the machines take over the

rest unless you embrace Inner Peace.

Inner Peace is really a survival skill. It’s what allows us

to bring our Best Selves to work and engage with others in

ways that enable them to be their Best Selves also.

Here are a few simple steps for achieving Inner Peace:

l Take a good look at how you define yourself. Ego is

one of the biggest inhibitors of Hyper–Learning. When we

define ourselves by how much we know and how “smart”

we are (a common problem for leaders!), or when someone

disagrees with us, our very sense of self is threatened. If

you want to be open to feedback and are willing to

challenge your own perceptions, you must first make a

conscious decision to quiet the ego.

The first step is admitting you have a non–Quiet Ego!

The next step is to redefine yourself, perhaps by the

quality of your thinking, listening, relating, and collaborat-

ing. Making this mental shift is surprisingly difficult, but it

is a necessary starting point.

l Give mindfulness meditation a try. To be a Hyper–

Learner, you must develop a Quiet Mind that is fully

present. Mindfulness meditation can help. It’s a way of

focusing awareness to something specific like your breath

or a part of your body or an object or mantra and continu-

ally bringing your attention back to that thing every time

your mind wanders off. Start small–perhaps just two to

three minutes at first. Eventually you’ll be able to work

your way up to 20–30 minutes a day.

Mindfulness meditation is Inner Peace ‘“superfood.”

Research suggests it may quiet down your brain’s default

mode, leading to less self–referential mind–wandering. It

also suggests that training in mindfulness can lead to an

ability to let go of thoughts rather than fixate on or identify

with them. The goal is reaching the stage where you are

not your thoughts and you are not your emotions–they do

not control you and your behavior. You have the choice–

you can engage them or let them go so you focus your

attention on what you want to attend to.

l Engage in acts of gratitude. This practice reduces your

tendency to be self–centered and cultivates a Quiet Ego.

Acts of gratitude may include saying thank you in the

moment, writing thank–you notes, keeping a gratitude

journal, and every night reflecting back on those who’ve

had the biggest positive impacts on your life.

The idea is to steep yourself in daily reminders that

individual success is not all about “me,” and that none of

us got here all by ourselves.

l Practice deep breathing to calm your body, emotions,

and mind. Back in 2018 I started practicing deep breathing

exercises that the Navy SEALs do and monitoring my

heart rate daily. Now I do breathing exercises a couple of

times a day to regulate the pace of my body so I can be

more in the moment.

When I experience a fast heart rate, rising temperature,

or stress in parts of my body, I immediately do my deep

breathing and my self–talk. I tell myself to slow my motor

down, and I try to experience a micro–joy–feeling very

positive about someone or nature or something positive in

my life.

l Create micro–joys throughout your workday. I’m a big

fan of Barbara Fredrickson’s writings on the power of

positivity resonance, which is the highest level of human

connection that results from the sharing of positive

emotions. Teams are far more effective when they can

attain this elusive state. Obviously, leaders who are mired

in negativity will inhibit positivity resonance and thus

team performance. This is why it’s crucial to do what you

can to keep yourself in a state of joy and happiness–one of

the keys to being your Best Self.

What has worked well for me is creating micro–joys

during my day. For example, I might focus mindfully on

the beauty of nature, the beauty of colors, the uncondi-

tional love of a pet, seeing a friend in passing and wishing

them a good day, thanking a custodian for keeping the

bathroom so clean at work, and going out of my way to

smile and express gratitude to fellow workers for specific

things I have witnessed.

l Create your daily intentions. Spending 15 minutes or

so each morning reflecting on how you want to behave

today — how you want “to be” — can help you start your

day with the right mindset. This can involve inspirational

readings and journaling. In my book Hyper–Learning, I

include a workshop to help readers cultivate their own

daily intentions.

Daily intentions are very personal. The idea is to

consciously choose how you are going to react and behave

and what you’re going to pay attention to each day. This is

very powerful.

Human Excellence in today’s workplace is heavily

dependent upon our being able to control our mind, body,

and emotions. It’s a lot harder than it sounds. It takes

work. But if we want to be viable employees and leaders,

we need to do that work. Once we master our inner world–

our ego, our mind, our emotions, and our body–we can

better engage with the outer world as it is, not as we want

it to be. And it feels a lot better than living in constant

stress and turmoil. In fact, the inner calm you can achieve

is liberating and joyous.

l About the Author

Edward D. Hess is professor of business administration,

Batten Fellow, and Batten Executive–in–Residence at the

University of Virginia’s Darden School of Business and the

author of “Hyper–Learning: How to Adapt to the Speed of

Change.” Professor Hess spent 20 years in the business

world as a senior executive and has spent the last 18 years

in academia.

For more information, visit edhess.org
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By Mary Petto
mpetto@nleomf.org
National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund

WASHINGTON — The National Law Enforcement

Officers Memorial Fund has announced the appoint-

ment of human and civil rights leader the Rev. Markel

Hutchins as a member of its board of directors.

The Rev. Hutchins is also president and chief

executive officer of MovementForward Inc., and

National Lead Organizer of the One Congregation

One Precinct (OneCOP) initiative and National Faith

& Blue Weekend.

“The Rev. Markel’s commitment to law enforce-

ment, his exceptional experience in faith–based

leadership, and his hands–on commitment to uniting

law enforcement and the community make for an

exciting addition to the NLEOMF board of directors,”

said Marcia Fer-ranto, CEO of the National Law

Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund. “Working

together will no doubt help advance our mission in a

very impactful way.”

The Rev. Hutchins is the visionary behind the

OneCOP initiative, as well as the National Faith &

Blue Weekend that launched in the fall of 2020. From

1997 until 2006, he served the National Youth

Connection Inc. (NYC) as national president, CEO,

and chairman of the board of its research and educa-

tional fund, the National Youth Challenge. At the

time, NYC was the nation’s only young adult led civil

rights group.

Before founding MovementForward, the one–time

congressional candidate was managing principal and

CEO of MRH–LLC, a management and communica-

tions consulting firm that advised corporations, labor

unions, small businesses and religious institutions on

matters of diversity, public affairs, community

relations and crisis management.

“Our pathway to progress around policing as a

nation is a collaborative one that focuses on our

commonalities rather than our differences,” said the

Rev. Hutchins.

“I am proud to serve an organization that is so

uniquely positioned to build bridges of mutual trust,

respect and understanding between law enforcement

professionals and communities to facilitate justice and

equal protection under the law.”

Established in 1984, the National Law Enforce-

ment Officers Memorial Fund’s mission is to honor the

fallen, make it safer for those who serve, and educate

the public about the history of American law enforce-

ment. The Memorial Fund oversees the National Law

Enforcement Officers Memorial and the National Law

Enforcement Museum, both located in Washington,

D.C. For information on the National Law Enforce-

ment Officers Memorial Fund, visit LawMemorial.org.

l About the National Law Enforcement Memorial

and Museum

Established in 1984, the National Law Enforce-

ment Officers Memorial Fund is a nonprofit organiza-

tion dedicated to telling the story of American law

enforcement and making it safer for those who serve.

The National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial

contains the names of 22,217 officers who have died in

the line of duty throughout U.S. history.

National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund appoints the Rev. Markel Hutchins to board of directors
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Downtown Produce Market & More
Continued from page 12

sold in containers in the refrigerated cheese area of the

store.

“Our fresh pasta operation has really taken off,” said

Gaylord Aker. “We have been making and selling a lot of

pasta. It’s labor–intensive the way we have been doing it,

so we have ordered a larger machine which will help

automate the process.”

Through the years, Downtown Produce Market & More

has become known for its interesting, worldly product mix.

“Once a customer comes into our store and sees what we

offer, their response has been favorable, which is great,” he

said.

Downtown Produce Market & More is bolstering its

lineup of Spanish foods. “We are getting a lot of requests

for Spanish foods. So, we’ve quickly ramped up our

Spanish food offerings,” he said.

Jamon, or cured ham, is the most celebrated Spanish

food product. It’s a staple of the Spanish table. Legs of ham

were traditionally salted and hung up to dry to preserve

them through the long winter months.

There is a fast–growing demand for specialty foods.

According to the 2019 “State of the Specialty Food Industry

Report,” released by the Specialty Food Association, total

sales in that segment grew by 10.3 percent versus 3.1 per-

cent for all food at retail.

The specialty food market’s size is now roughly

$150 billion or 16.1 percent of the total market. And,

there seems to be no sign of the market slowing down.

Clearly, consumers want items beyond what a general

grocery store carries and entrepreneurs like the Akers are

filling that niche.

The share of consumers buying specialty foods by

generation in 2020 is led by millennials at 82 percent,

followed by Generation Z at 76 percent; Generation X at

70 percent; and baby–boomers at 59 percent.

Downtown Produce Market & More has a section of the

store dedicated to prepared meals. Shifting consumers’

food preference toward ready–to–eat meals is being driven

by the busy lifestyles of working individuals, students, and

others.

“The prepared meal section is a favorite area of the

store,” said Jill Aker. “People are all–in for prepared foods.

The grab–and–go section is thriving. All they have to do is

microwave them. It’s the convenience that is driving the

sales of prepared meals.”

She added, “We are doing a lot of cooking in our kitchen

and people are enjoying it at home.”

Packaged prepared food is definitely a trend that is on

the rise in the retail grocery industry. Ready–made meals

are a cost–effective alternative as they are precooked. It

basically allows consumers to add ingredients and recreate

restaurant–style meals at home, or just enjoy as is.

Downtown Produce Market & More, touted as a

“farmer’s market with a gourmet touch,” is also known for

its daily lunch buffet.

Gaylord and Jill Aker opened their retail store in an

8,000–square–foot facility. In 2015, an extensive makeover

doubled the size of the store to accommodate new product

sections.

The Akers have been entrepreneurs since 1982, when

they started Downtown Discount Produce.

“We started that venture on Jan. 21, 1982, in downtown

Melbourne. We were located on East New Haven Avenue,

where there was an old Sunoco station and where Ham-

burger Mike’s is today,” said Jill Aker. “We’ve come a long

way to where we are today.”

The Akers are “hands–on operators” of their business,

and work alongside their employees. Downtown Produce

Market & More employs more than 60 people. The Akers’

youngest son, Russell, is part of the team. Many of the

employees have been with the store for years.

Manager Ramon Ceballos has worked for Downtown

Produce Market & More “since the very first day the store

opened. I’ve seen how the store has evolved through the

years and it’s been incredible the strides we have made.”

Ceballos rose through the ranks to become the store’s

manager. He has seen customer traffic build and build

over the years.

“We have customers coming from Viera, from Palm

Bay, and from the beaches to shop in our store. We respect

the customers. They are the reason we are here. Gaylord

and Jill have worked hard to make this business a success.

I really like the way they set out to do this: respect the

customers, respect the employees, and offer a great

selection of items.”

Team member Amanda Humes marked her seventh

year with the store in October. She is Downtown Produce

Market & More’s assistant manager.

“It’s definitely nice to be working for a family owned

business,” said Humes, who earned her bachelor’s degree

in education from the University of Central Florida and

opted to stay with Downtown Produce Market & More

when she was offered the assistant manager’s position six

years ago.

Humes added, “I saw this as a great opportunity to be

part of a small business. Downtown Produce has grown a

lot over the last 10 or more years. The owners really care

about the employees and that makes a difference. Gaylord

and Jill have created an outstanding work environment.”
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By Fabiana Meléndez
fabiana@zilkermedia.com
Zilker Media

PITTSBURGH — Most entrepreneurs and leaders

dream of starting a business from the beginning, but what

happens when they’re handed an opportunity on the brink

of failure? How can leaders create new possibilities and

extraordinary outcomes with just a shift in mindset? And

how can they implement these changes beyond just

business?

In his debut book, “Refounder” (slated for publication in

early 2021), leadership and organizational culture expert

Patrick Colletti shares the experience, insights and

moments of enlightenment he gained over two decades

serving in multiple leader positions at Net Health.

Through stories about well–known leaders, cities and

organizations, he explores how society often reinvents for

the better and reveals how individuals can assess what

needs to be Refounded in their own life. By exercising a

redemptive imagination while collaborating with the

leadership team and two private equity firms, Patrick led a

complete corporate turnaround — Refounding and

renewing the already established organization.

“The Refounder movement encompasses a creative and

redeeming mindset accompanied by an entrepreneurial

spirit,” says Colletti. “Refounders fight to lead the move-

ment with imagination and by applying the refounder

philosophy and psyche in your own context, you are

opening up the doors to a new way of working and will be

able to create new possibilities and remarkable results.”

Each chapter explores a refounding principle and

expands on how to navigate problems, crisis, and difficult

situations through the application of those principles.

Readers can learn more about:

l Tackling Problem Zero: Understanding the practical

problem that is threatening your organization’s survival

and the steps needed to make it through the other side.

l Refounders Refine: How to move beyond problem zero

and refine ideas to prevent falling into the trap of con-

stantly chasing bad ones.

l Refounders Mind the Gaps: Ways to identify the gaps

and place bets on your future by identifying inventory,

identifying solutions only you can offer and more.

From cultivating a Refounder’s imagination to showcas-

ing how everybody can Refound any aspect of their life,

Colletti helps readers understand or identify their

problems and develop a new approach to solving them.

Every chapter challenges readers to begin thinking with a

Refounder’s mentality through constant examination, and

a commitment to asking questions such as “What is?” and

“What ought to be?” in the face of adversity. By forcing

readers to identify and anticipate challenges, focus on what

really matters and imagining new possibilities, Colletti

hopes to lead individuals to build a better future.

l About Patrick Colletti

Patrick Colletti is a leadership and organizational

culture expert. He draws on his experience as a technology

executive, his business–growth expertise and a passion for

company culture to share growth–oriented guidance that

challenges social and cultural norms, both in the work-

place and in the community. Colletti is president emeritus

and a current advisor of the health–care software company

Net Health. For more information, visit

www.refounder.com.

New book provides blueprint for reimaging, reinventing and rebooting your business; lead with imagination
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Wesche Jewelers
Continued from page 13

Wesche Jewelers is “big, bold yellow gold jewelry. A lot

of the white metals were popular, now it’s back to

yellow as a fashion trend,” said Williams.

“Rose gold jewelry — including stacked rings and

stacked bracelets — is a good seller, too,” added Collins.

“And we have a lot of it in the store. Pearls are also in

demand. They are classic. The holidays are especially

good for pearl sales. Pearls make a wonderful holiday

gift.”

Thanks to an emphasis on expressing individuality,

there’s been a surge in demand for custom pieces at

jewelry stores around the nation. “We do a lot of custom

jewelry designs,” said Collins, who has worked in retail

management for more than 30 years with a range of

high–end brands.

“It’s not unusual to see Carrie (Williams) in the store

at 5:30 in the morning creating her magnificent designs

for customers. Through the years, Carrie has turned out

many unique pieces for clients. I think more consumers

are seeking individualized pieces and personalized

options for their jewelry.”

Williams, who attended Northwestern State Univer-

sity in Louisiana as an engineering major, has worked

for Wesche Jewelers for nearly 25 years. “This has been

my career, and I love it,” said Williams, who hand

selects and purchases Wesche Jewelers’ diamond

inventory.

Her custom jewelry pieces are worn by a long list of

clients. “The custom designed jewelry is popular. This

year, I’m doing a lot of mounted gemstones and

diamonds.”

Jewelers love to help their clients create a unique

piece of jewelry as a gift that will be enjoyed for

generations, said Williams. It could be an entirely new

piece, or the updating of a piece that is already owned

by a customer. “People want a more personal touch to

their jewelry,” she said.

Just a couple of months before the holiday shopping

season kicked off, Wesche Jewelers made it easier for

people to purchase merchandise.

“We now have online shopping at

WescheJewelers.com,” said Collins. “It’s an option that

Holly (Wesche) wanted for customers. Online customers

can pick up the items they purchased by visiting the

store, by way of convenient curbside pickup at Wesche

Jewelers, or they can have the merchandise shipped

directly to their home. With our online component,

we’re making the Wesche shopping experience acces-

sible to more people.”

Holly Wesche is the third generation of a family that

has entrepreneurial roots in the jewelry industry.

Wesche, who attended the University of Florida, is a

graduate of the Gemological Institute of America and

also holds other industry designations.

She has served on the national Jewelers of America

board for more than 10 years. Jewelers of America is

considered the main governing board for the industry.

Holly Wesche was elected board chairwoman of

Jewelers of America on July 30, 2019, and is serving a

two–year term leading one of the most influential trade

associations in the United States. “We are proud to see

Holly serve as board chairwoman of Jewelers of

America,” said Collins.

She is only the third woman to hold this title for

Jewelers of America, a nonprofit entity.

Jewelers of America, whose roots go back to 1906, is

the “voice of the industry,” representing more than

8,000–member jewelry stores and supplier members

across the nation.

Holly Wesche’s great–uncle, businessman Herb

Underwood, was a president of the Florida Jewelers

Association and a president of the Retail Jewelers of

America, now Jewelers of America.

Underwood owned Underwood Jewelers in Jackson-

ville for many years. He grew the retail business into

one of the most prominent and largest independent

jewelry store operations in the Southeastern United

States, with multiple locations, before selling the

enterprise in 1974.

Her late father, entrepreneur Jim Wesche of Wesche

Jewelers, was a president of the Florida Jewelers

Association. Holly Wesche also served as a president of

the Florida Jewelers Association.

“In late May, when the coronavirus was spreading

around the nation, Holly was setting up Zoom gem

shows,” said Collins. “She soon became known through-

out the jewelry industry for these shows, which have

been successful. Holly was helping other jewelers

around the nation harness the Zoom technology. She’s

amazing.”

Next year, she will mark her 45th year in the jewelry

industry. Holly Wesche started working at Wesche

Jewelers in Melbourne in 1985, when her father ran the

business. She became the sole owner of the company in

2002.

“Holly has been a leader in this very interesting and

dynamic industry,” said Collins. “And her leadership

has helped our store stay on the cutting edge of this

industry.”
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Florida Tech Panthers show their pride
as Day of Giving draws 2,500 donors

From across the United States and around the world,

Florida Tech alumni showed their Panther pride by

making donations to their alma mater for Day of Giving on

Nov. 19. The 24–hour event attracted more than 2,540

donors. Their donations and gifts received through the Fall

generated more than $354,000 for essential Florida Tech

needs.

Day of Giving pledges came in from 48 states and

across the globe, from Argentina to Norway, with dona-

tions given to various groups and programs at the univer-

sity. With pledges and previous gifts, the top–giving

amount went to the Panther Fund, which exceeded

$91,000. Athletics raised over $80,000. The Deans Funds,

led by their advisory board members, raised $73,500. An

additional $45,000 went to the student emergency relief

fund. Among the colleges, the College of Engineering and

Science led the way with more than $41,000 pledged.

“The volume of support for multiple programs and

needs at Florida Tech truly shows how deeply our alumni

care about every facet of their university,” said Gary Grant,

senior vice president for development. “We are very

thankful to everyone who contributed and to all of those

here on the ground, including alumni, alumni board

members and faculty ambassadors, who made such an

exciting and successful event possible.”

The importance of participation in Day of Giving goes

beyond any particular amount of money raised, Grant

noted. No matter the size of individual donations, the level

of alumni participation overall is a key factor in how

organizations, including the influential ranking publica-

tion “U.S. News & World Report,” perceive the success of a

university and how they ultimately rank it.

Infiniti of Melbourne
Continued from page 23

added Harrison. “And with these vehicles, the customer

gets a six–year unlimited mileage warranty.”

And the Kelly Automotive Group has a program called

“Kelly Risk–Free,” he said. “We have a three–day money–

back guarantee on any pre–owned vehicle a consumer

buys from us. They can return it for any reason and receive

a full refund. Our Risk–Free pre–owned vehicles also come

with a 30–day exchange policy.”

In Florida, if you have second thoughts about a vehicle

purchase, your options are limited. There is no statutory

right to a “cooling–off” period when purchasing a used

vehicle in the Sunshine State. In other words, there is no

automatic right afforded a buyer to return a vehicle within

three days. Once you sign, that vehicle is yours and a

dealer has no obligation to take it back.

The Kelly Automotive Group also performs a 150–point

inspection on each pre–owned vehicle, said Saraceno. “The

inspection is done by a certified technician. The technician

and the service director must sign off on every pre–owned

vehicle we put on our lot. We walk the customer through

every detail of the inspection process, and we explain to

them how we arrived at the price of that vehicle. We show

them our internal bill and what improvements we made to

the vehicle. Our goal is to provide the customer the best

value for their dollar.”

With its new location on U.S. 1, expanded service

capability, and a flurry of new products set to hit the

market, Infiniti of Melbourne is poised to grow in 2021.

“We are excited about 2021,” said Harrison. “We have

everything working in our favor — a great location for the

dealership, expanded service, and new vehicles that will

lead Infiniti into the future. I believe this is the most

exciting time in Infiniti’s history.”
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Infiniti of Melbourne
Continued from page 1

“We have three more service bays than we had at our

previous location, which brings us to nine bays, plus an

alignment–machine area,” said Collins. “We also brought

in a technician from Kelly Ford who is dedicated to pre–

owned car reconditioning. That has helped us tremen-

dously. And, we plan on adding at least two more techni-

cians to the Infiniti of Melbourne service team. We just

added one service advisor to the team. Another plus is that

our parts department is bigger than it was at our former

site. Overall, Infiniti of Melbourne’s service business has

really picked up. It’s great to see.”

The automotive parts manager at Infiniti of Melbourne

is Michael Newkirk and the service manager is Luke

DeGraff.

Collins said it’s important to set realistic consumer

expectations of how long it will take to service a customer’s

vehicle and provide them with timely progress updates.

“We have a nice waiting area for customers and we offer

them individually wrapped fresh pastries that are

delivered to the dealership every morning. We have

health–and–safety precautions in place to help protect

customers and our staff. Masks are required and they are

available to customers. We’re constantly spraying the

couches and seats with disinfectant. We have several

sanitizing methods. We also have touchless sanitizer

machines for the store.”

Harrison said Infiniti of Melbourne has plastic barriers

at every sales desk in the store and in the service area.

“There are hand sanitizers on each desk. Before the

customer picks up his or her car, we wipe it down thor-

oughly. And we wipe down the cars after each test drive.

We are doing all the safety protocols that the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention recommend. We want to

make sure our customers and our associates are in a safe

environment. Health and safety come first.”

Infiniti of Melbourne seems to be doing everything right

because its service volume has stayed on track, despite the

relocation. “We were shut down for four or five days

because of the relocation to U.S. 1,” said Chris Saraceno,

vice president and partner with the Kelly Automotive

Group.

Relocating a new–car dealership, no matter the size, is

an undertaking, said Harrison.

“We started moving on Nov. 1. We had 100 cars to move

from our previous location. The team met at 10 a.m. ready

to go, and it started raining. But we got the mission

accomplished. Then on the following Monday all of our

furniture and computers were moved. We also had to move

our lifts. We now have everything in place and we’re

serving customers.”

Infiniti of Melbourne has made holiday car shopping

easy for consumers. Harrison said his dealership has rolled

out a new program to give customers the peace–of–mind

they need during the coronavirus pandemic. The digitally

led program is called “Infiniti Now.”

As part of Infiniti Now, Infiniti retailers are providing

services, such as vehicle pickup and delivery, mobile test

drives, at–home vehicle delivery, and enhanced vehicle

cleaning, to meet customers where they may feel the most

comfortable.

“We have delivered cars as far as Fort Myers through

the Infiniti Now program,” said Harrison. “Everything for

the transaction was completed online.”

The launch of Infiniti Now also includes a digital

shopping tool designed to connect customers directly with

Infiniti retail product experts. These experts help Infiniti

customers with everything from browsing and learning

about the vehicle lineup to scheduling a test drive and

getting their financing in order.

Of course, customers can go to the bricks–and mortar Please see Infiniti of Melbourne, page 22

store. Infiniti of Melbourne moved into existing facilities on

North Harbor City Boulevard and fully renovated them.

The Kelly Automotive Group plans to invest in a new

building at that site within the next two years.

“We invested about $300,000 in the renovation knowing

that 18 months from now we will be building a new facility

at that site,” said Saraceno.

“But we looked at it and said for the next 18 months we

want our customers to feel comfortable with our current

facilities. They know we will be investing in a new facility.”

The new Infiniti of Melbourne dealership will be a

$3.5 million to $4 million investment. The M.H. Williams

Construction Group will be the project’s general contractor,

said Saraceno.

The dealership is located in one of the busiest traffic

areas of the county. “Probably in just 10 minutes anytime

during the day, there is more traffic that goes by our new

site than went by all day at our former location on Apollo

Boulevard,” said Harrison. “The Kelly Automotive Group

spotted this site and saw it as a great opportunity to

increase Infiniti of Melbourne’s visibility in the market.”

There used to be a Suzuki dealership at the site. There

was also a building and area that served as Toyota of

Melbourne’s used car lot. “I know about that building

because I was the used car manager for Toyota of

Melbourne for a long time,” said Harrison, who joined

Infiniti of Melbourne more than two years ago.

Harrison, it seems, came onboard at the right time.

Infiniti is redesigning its product line.

“We have new models set to roll out. Infiniti is undergo-

ing a sweeping transformation of its models. Come this

spring and early summer we will have new model lines.

They are redesigning everything, and there will be a host

of safety improvements on all the vehicles,” he said.

Saraceno said “it’s a great time to be an Infiniti dealer.

We have the QX60 coming out and the QX55. The QX55

will be out in the first quarter and hopefully by August the

QX60 will be arriving. Infiniti plans to roll out two to three

new products a year for the next three years.”

He said the QX60 is Infiniti of Melbourne’s best–selling

vehicle. “That’s why we are so excited about the new

QX60.”

Infiniti’s mid–size three–row QX60 is all new for the

2021 model year, and aims to move significantly up–

market to win the hearts of premium sport–utility vehicle

buyers. It will feature more dramatic styling, new

powertrains, and a more premium cabin.

The new QX55 is a statement–maker, designed to

deliver first–class comfort. “The signature double–arch

grille is complemented by a stunning, origami–inspired

mesh pattern that delivers visual depth and showcases

modern Japanese–inspired artistry.”

Inside, the QX55 features Infiniti’s “dual–screen

InTouch infotainment system” with wireless Apple

CarPlay compatibility, and multiple USB inputs for

Android Auto capability.

Also, the 2021 Infiniti Q60 debuts with stunning new

colors and more available safety features. The Q60 is a hot

sports coupe. Offered in three well–equipped grades —

Pure, Luxe, and Red Sport 400 — the Q60 remains focused

“as a driver’s car that appeals to discerning tastes.”

Every 2021 Q60 is powered by an award–winning

VR–series, twin–turbo V6 that delivers 300 or 400

horsepower — depending on the grade level — “to the rear

or all four wheels via an electronically controlled seven–

speed automatic transmission with manual–shift mode

with Downshift Rev Matching.”

If you are thinking about buying a new vehicle, Infiniti

of Melbourne offers various lease programs that fit many

budgets.

More than 60 percent of Infiniti of Melbourne’s new

vehicles are leased, said Saraceno.

“And the leasing contract states that the vehicle must

be maintained through the duration of the contract

agreement. If not, the lessee is penalized. So when these

vehicles are returned to the dealer, they present great

value to people who are looking to purchase an Infiniti

Certified Pre–Owned car or SUV. Confidence is enhanced

through our comprehensive certification process.”

The Certified Pre–Owned inspection checklist covers

everything — engine mechanical condition, cooling system,

fuel system, electrical system, transmission and differen-

tial, suspension and steering, brakes and exhaust system,

and body frame. Even before the inspection begins, the

Infiniti retailer must verify the vehicle’s maintenance

history, and more.

“We are proud of the technicians who work for our

company,” said Saraceno. “They are very detailed in their

work.”

In order to be eligible for the certification, pre–owned

Infiniti vehicles must be less than six years from the

original in–service date and have under 70,000 miles. And

they must have a clean title history and Carfax vehicle

history report.

“One of the things that we do specifically at Infiniti of

Melbourne is make sure all the maintenance records are

up to date, per Infiniti,” said Collins. “When the buyer of

the Certified Pre–Owned vehicle comes in for his or her

first oil change and tire rotation, that’s literally what they

will be paying for. The service advisor is not going to

surprise the customer and say that the vehicle is due for its

50,000–mile service, which is a more comprehensive and

costly service than a standard oil change and rotation.”

He added, “The Certified Pre–Owned vehicles come

with a great warranty in addition to value pricing.”

Saraceno sees Infiniti of Melbourne increasing its pre–

owned sales of vehicles in 2021, mainly because of the new

location and its team.

Used–car sales have sizzled in recent months, and the

Certified Pre–Owned vehicles stand out as bargains.

Edmunds data reveals that the cost of a three–year–old

CPO vehicle is 33 percent less on average than the same

new vehicle, which comes out to $12,193 in average

savings.

If you are considering purchasing a Certified Pre–

Owned vehicle this holiday season, or whenever,

Edmunds, an automotive information company, has put

together some tips and considerations for car shoppers:

l Make sure it is a genuine CPO vehicle. Sometimes a

dealership will label a vehicle as “certified,” but it isn’t the

same thing as a manufacturer’s CPO program. Check the

window sticker for the manufacturer’s CPO logo and find

out who is providing the warranty. If the name of the

warranty provider is the same as the make of the vehicle,

you’re in good shape.

l Know what the warranty covers. A manufacturer

CPO vehicle will always come with a limited warranty, or

a limited warranty and a powertrain warranty, which will

cover major engine and transmission components. Every

automaker’s website lists the details of its CPO warranty.

“Many shoppers are unaware of the benefits of CPO

vehicles,” said Collins. “They do indeed present great value

to the buyer. And at Infiniti of Melbourne, the consumers

who purchase our CPO vehicles have peace of mind

knowing the vehicle has gone through a comprehensive

inspection process and the vehicle has extended warranty

protection.”

“We have a nice selection of Infiniti CPO vehicles,”
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